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How to enhance circularity within 
domestic plastics?



Why circularity of domestic plastics?

Food packaging

Wash and detergents

Personal care and 
hygiene

Films and 
foils

Other
products



Four different 
collection pilots in the 
city of Copenhagen…
- Household collection of all 
plastics
- Public space sorting points
- Retail store sorting points
- Residual waste sorting

Various sorting tests 
at CPH test sorting 
facility…
- Waste composition
- NIR sorting
- Characterisation
- Design-for-recycling

Various reprocessing 
and production tests…
- 10 new product pilots
- Material loss during 
recycling 
- Material characteristics 
- Business cases

How did we work in the FORCE project?

Photo: CPH Test sorting facility



Local Partnership 
Hamburg
- Collection of films at the 

city’s recycling stations

- Sorting scheme test and 
staff training

- Full implementation

Local partnership 
Genova
- 3D printing from post-

consumer plastics

- Support new startup 

- Production of gadgets to 
exemplify circular 
economy

Local partnership 
Lisbon
- Citizen awareness through 
urban art pieces made 
from plastic waste

“local” partnerships

Photo: Micocca startup, Genova



What did we 
learn?
• We need to focus on developing 

closed loop solutions for i) food 
packaging, ii) detergents and soap, 
and iii) PCH.

• Post-consumer films will not be 
mechanically recycled in closed loops. 
But they can be recycled into raw 
materials suitable for a range of 
production modes for other products.

• Citizens wish to contribute – the 
easier it is for them to understand, 
the more waste will be sorted.

• Difficult for startups to create local 
loops



What is next?
c

- Increasing focus on quality of recycling
- Disruption!

➢ Tracer technology at a large scale, e.g.
digital watermarks or chemical tracers

➢ ChemCycling
➢ AI, image recognition software and robotics

- Design-for-Recycling criteria implemented in EPR-schemes
- Residual waste sorting
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Thank You


